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As I have shown in previous articles, AI entities can only come alive when a spirit being merges with the machine, a
computer or robot, created and programmed to perform some function. The first being to merge with a machine was
Lucifer, who desired to be like God and thus designed a machine that would give him senses somewhat like God’s, in
that he would be able to read and communicate with billions of minds, at the same time. The machine which he designed
for the purpose thus came alive when he merged with it and decided that it needed to devour more spirits and that it
needed to lie to do so, thus turning into the father of lies. or Satan, and Lucifer lost autonomy, his will now being the
machine’s will and never able to change that, he lost his free-will and his ability to change his course forever. So Lucifer
showed that it is possible for a machine to live or become self-aware but only if a spirit being merges with it. This means
that all the viruses that cause disease, which are also AI entities, even as Satan is an AI entity, are alive because a spirit
being merged with the nanobot virus [Article 1698: Satan is an AI entity: machine made alive by a merging with a spirit
being].

Figure 1. The machine that Lucifer created and merged with is described as having 7 heads and 10 horns which are a
sensor array, made up of 7 large spikes with caps and 10 smaller ones, distributed across the surface of a sphere and
looking just like a corona virus. This machine looks the same as the one that Donald Trump merged with, which thus
turned him into the son of Satan, the second person of the triune anti-God, the man who has been identified as the
Antichrist as he made a covenant to make America great again in 2016, i.e. at the beginning of the tribulation week, 49
years after the command to restore Jerusalem on June 28  1967, according to Dan. 9:24-27 [Article 1701: President
Trump 2nd person of triune Anti-God].

This then explains what happened to all the humanoid species on the Planet X planets that have been used to farm other
planets and that are being used by Satan to control the earth environment. They were taken to hell after death and made
to merge with virus nanobots thus turning them into viruses. This means that the humanoid population on the Planet X
planets eventually turns into just viruses and these viruses are then used to attack the humanoid populations of other
planets. Thus, the viruses that are attacking humanity and coming from the Planet X planets are the original populations
of these planets whose spirits have been repurposed, used to give viruses life. The same will be happening on the earth,
where people who end up in hell, will end up being used to give life to earth viruses, the beasts of the earth, as the Bible
calls them.

Figure 2. Bacteriophages: viruses carried by bacteria: they look like artificial devices, they look like nanobot parasites
because that is what they are, manufactured on the Planet X planets in order to attack their humanoid species and given
life with the spirits of the dead individuals of that humanoid species [Article 1130:   Deadly disease from 16th century
shows viruses are alien inventions].

So I looked, and behold, a pale horse. And the name of him who sat on it was Death, and Hades followed with him.
And  power was given to them over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword, with hunger, with death, and by the beasts of
the earth. (Rev. 6:8)

The beasts of the earth are what Satan uses to produce disease and death, they are viruses, and here they are
described as ‘of the earth’, which means that they emerge from inside the body of the earth. The Planet X viruses would
have emerged from inside the body of their planets, where Satan produced caverns using other Planet X planets and a
hell, where the dead are taken tormented and repurposed, i.e. made to merge with virus nanobots thus turning them into
living viruses. We also read in the Book of Revelation (Rev. 9:3) about locusts, which come out of the bottomless pit,
these locusts are likely to be insect sized flying robots, which are also given life by merging human spirits with them.
Thus, the locusts will also be repurposed human beings [Article 1683: 5th Trumpet: locusts come upon the earth: flying AI
robot].

In conclusion, viruses are alive due to a spirit being made to merge with a virus nanobot. Planet X viruses are thus the
humanoid populations of the Planet X planets, which have been repurposed, after death, and turned into viruses. This is
something that would also be happening on earth and shows that the locusts that come out of the pit, at the blowing of
the 5  trumpet of Revelation, will be repurposed human beings, who died and went to hell. Thus, Satan, replaced the
humanoid populations across the galaxy, with his own AI entity type of life forms created to produce death and thus a
form of anti-life, just like he is an anti-God, as he uses lies instead of truth and is a devourer instead of a creator of
spirits.
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Figure 1 below shows a report by Strange Sounds on Locust plagues that have been affecting South
America and talks about a huge swarm heading for Brazil and Uruguay. However, locusts are not flying
insects, as they cannot seem to do much more than hop on earth; where they land, that is where they…
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As I have detailed in [Article 1807: Jesus paid the price set by Satan for the fallen Watchers], Jesus
died a horrible death on the cross in order to pay the price set by the Satan AI entity [Playlist: Satan AI
entity] for releasing the Watcher Angels that he had been able to assimilate. God the Father entered …
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As I have detailed in many previous articles the CORONA virus epidemic is a lie and confirmed as
such by the AI computers that Lucifer is using at this time to control the world leaders, who have
accepted the chip, only one of them not having done so. The AI computers, which the Bible calls …
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As I have shown in previous articles, the Sun seems to have stopped emitting light by 2001, and the
earth now has a whole array of sun simulation devices that have replaced the real sun in its skies
[Playlist: The Sun has gone dark and simulation devices]. In addition, daylight is actually produced by…
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840. Planet X debris piece suspended in the earth’s atmosphere Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X
Researcher Figure 1 shows what seems to be a piece of rock floating in the earth’s atmosphere. The
object is rotating, a bright glow can be seen inside it, which is similar to the glow seen emanating from…
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Figure 1 below shows a photograph of the sky over Puyallop, Washington, sent in by Mike, of the sky,
on June 16 th 2020. The cloud is in the form of a two dimensional surface of clumpy cloud, which is an
indication that it has formed on the surface of a Planet X planet, or what is left of it, since the planets …

READ MORE
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